
Chapter One

NDER THE WEAK RAYS OF the morning sun, Sarzen Alnem, a former Warrior Priest Acolyte and a
Child of the One, stopped and looked at the huge stone structure rising before him. The stone
structure looked like a mixture between a castle and a temple, its massive form blocking off the val-

ley connecting the lower half of the Cursed Lands with the upper half. It had been a long time since Sarzen
had last seen the Shrine of the One and the sight of it after so long filled him with a sense of relief and dread.

U
He looked over his shoulder at the rest of the caravan. It was much smaller now than when Sarzen and the

others had first set out from the mountain city of Yores a month and a half ago now. They had only two carts
and one horse left now, a horse that had to walk slowly due to the injuries it had sustained over the course of
their journey back north. The second cart was drawn by Kiloa and Goska, two Warrior Priests, and they both
looked exhausted, yet neither complained about having to pull the heavy cart and its supplies behind them
like a pack mule. The other members of the party were sitting in the carts and also looked exhausted, which
wasn’t surprising, given how they had been under attack by the Draymens almost nonstop since leaving the
Temple. It had only been in the last couple of days that they had managed to get any real rest, though Sarzen
did not know why the attacks had lessened.

The last time the Draymens took a break from attacking us, it was because we were walking right into their
trap, Sarzen thought. He looked back toward the Shrine and grimaced. I wonder if the Draymens have an-
other trap laid for us there.

That was when something large and white flew out from the entrance to the Shrine. It moved quickly, ap-
proaching Sarzen and the others in seconds. Sarzen wasn’t alarmed, however.  He was just glad to see his
friend, Rothel Oran, the son of the Dragon God Errat, finally returning from scouting the place.

Rothel, who was in his large dragon form, landed on the earth in front of the party. Like everyone else,
Rothel looked tired even in his dragon form, made even worse by the scrapes and scratches on his scales from
their battles with the Draymens last week.

A bright flash of light covered Rothel’s form and in the next instant he was back in his human form,
which was about the same size as Sarzen. Rothel brushed his long hair out of his eyes and yawned.

“Rothel, what did you find in the Shrine?” said Sarzen. “Did you see any hints of an ambush or trap?”
Rothel shook his head. “No. The Shrine appears to be entirely abandoned. I think the Draymens are

avoiding the place; at least, that’s the only explanation I can come up with.”
“So it’s safe to travel through, then?” said Lamal, the only mage on the team. He was sitting on one of the

carts with his leg bandaged, because it had been injured during a skirmish with some Draymens a few days
back. “We won’t be attacked or anything like that?”

“Probably not,” said Rothel. “It’s not a very good place to set up an ambush anyway. We would be ex-
pecting it, which would really dampen its effectiveness.”

Sarzen rubbed his forehead in exasperation. “Well, I’m just glad that it’s safe. That means that we’re not
much farther from the border now, which means it’s only a few days more until we return to Yores.”



Rothel nodded. “Yeah. I hope that Helnia and the others are all right. We still haven’t heard from them
since they left for Ars.”

“I know,” said Sarzen. He was remembering what Amas, one of the Elder Draymens, had told him what
felt like an eternity ago back in the Marked Temple, about how the Draymens had been planning to get him
and Helnia on that same day. The Draymens had failed to get Sarzen, but he worried that they might have
gotten Helnia. “The only way to make sure that she’s safe is to keep going forward until we reach Ars.”

Sarzen had thought about saying that he would pray to the Dragon Gods to protect Helnia, but ever since
the events at the Temple, Sarzen had stopped praying to the Dragon Gods. Even just the thought of the
Dragon Gods was enough to fill him with hatred and anger, though it didn’t burn as hotly as it used to, since
the journey home had caused his anger to wane a lot.

“Right,” said Rothel. “Let’s keep going, then. But we should still be careful; just because I couldn’t find
anything doesn’t mean that the Shrine is entirely safe.”

Sarzen nodded and then started walking toward the Shrine, with Rothel walking by his side and the oth-
ers following behind them both. This was the usual way they had set up their party after leaving the Temple;
since Sarzen and Rothel were the strongest members of the team, it only made sense for them to go ahead of
the others. Sometimes Sarzen would think about abandoning the others so he could go ahead by himself; the
others were so weak that they slowed him down, but Sarzen forced himself to ignore those thoughts, because
they were not correct or productive or helpful.

Not that it was easy to ignore them. Ever since Sarzen had learned of his true nature, he found it harder
and harder to treat his allies with any respect. He still did not know the true extent of his power and strength,
but he was already equal  with Rothel,  who was a  literal  demigod,  and he suspected he would be much
stronger than his best friend before long. He found the weakness and humanity of the others to be annoying;
more than once, Sarzen snapped at the others for doing things that normally didn’t annoy him.

Sarzen could have blamed this on the fact that their quest to find the Dragon Gods had been a complete
and utter failure and that he was exhausted and tired, but he knew that was false. He was growing steadily
more impatient with the others because he was starting to see himself as superior to them. And why should a
superior being be kind or gentle or understanding with his inferiors?

It didn’t help that Sarzen was becoming less and less human. He didn’t need to eat nearly as much food as
the others in order to feel full and energized; in fact, he suspected that he might be able to forgo food entirely,
though he wasn’t sure of that yet. Nor did he need very much water. And he could stay up all night if he
wanted to and could increasingly see better in the dark, like he was developing night vision of some sort.

Such developments would have confused Sarzen in the past. Or he might have assumed they were ‘bless -
ings’ from the Dragon Gods, meant to help him in his quest.

But now, Sarzen was under no illusions as to the cause of these developments. He knew that his powers
were merely a manifestation of his nature as a Child of the One … and he didn’t like it.

Yes, Sarzen liked being stronger and faster than his friends, but at the same time, he wondered how much
time he had left before he completely and totally transformed into a Child of the One. Would he then try to



kill his friends? Would he continue to help them defeat the Draymens or would he side with the enemy and
lead them to victory over the humans?

Sarzen did not know the answers to those questions. Even with his vast knowledge of the mythology of
the Dragon Gods, he could not think of one single example of Children of the One growing to adulthood.
The vast majority always died very young, often before they turned one year old, and they were always sacri -
ficed to the One in order to ensure they did not become a threat to his rule.

That was another problem Sarzen faced: As long as he was alive, the Draymens would always try to kill
him in order to resurrect their god. They would also try to get Helnia, too, of course, because both of them
were needed to resurrect the One. That meant that neither Sarzen nor Helnia would ever know peace for as
long as they lived.

Our parents should have killed us when we were still young, Sarzen thought with a scowl. Killed us when
we were babies, even. That way, the One would never have a chance of coming back.

And now Sarzen was thinking about another subject he disliked: His human parents.
Ever since learning from a human slave that his parents had come to the Cursed Lands ten years ago in

search of the Dragon Gods, Sarzen had thought that they might meet them at some point. At the very least,
Sarzen hoped to find the remains of his parents if it turned out they had died.

Yet Sarzen had not seen any signs or clues of his parents while here. Sure, his parents had visited the
Marked Temple, but after they left that place, they had seemingly vanished. The only clue to their where-
abouts was a comment that Errat had made about the ‘respect’ that the Dragon Gods had for them. That
meant that Sarzen’s parents had likely found the Dragon Gods, but it didn’t explain why his parents had not
brought the Dragon Gods back to Yores, nor did it explain where they were or what they doing right now.

Sarzen’s theory was that his parents had abandoned him and Helnia due to their nature as Children of the
One. It was the only explanation he had that fit the facts. Their parents likely did not want to be found; after
all, Sarzen and Helnia were unnatural abominations, destined either to bring back an evil god or become mad
tyrants themselves at some point. It was only logical that their parents would abandon them and never look
back.

That didn’t stop Sarzen from burning with anger every time he thought about them, though. But at the
same time, he knew he couldn’t cling to that anger forever, because he needed to focus on getting home and
protecting Helnia. That was all he had to live for now; with his faith in the Dragon Gods shattered and his
parents missing, nothing else mattered to Sarzen right now.

He glanced at Rothel as they walked. Rothel was looking straight ahead at the looming Shrine, his expres -
sion pretty blank. But Sarzen knew that Rothel had been struggling with similar feelings as him since they left
the Marked Temple. Rothel’s own father had rejected him to his face, even told him that he could never come
back to the Dragon Gods again. Though Rothel had not spoken about it very much, Sarzen could tell that it
was eating up his friend from the inside.

But Sarzen knew better than to ask his friend about his feelings. Rothel would just deny that he was upset
or depressed. He might even get hostile. It was better for Sarzen to focus on the next leg of the return journey



anyway, rather than on Rothel’s feelings. Still, sometimes Sarzen wished he could help his friend, although
given his own situation, he wasn’t in much of a place to help anyone else at the moment.

The party crossed the threshold of the Shrine’s entrance and found themselves bathed in the pitch-black
darkness of the Shrine again. But only for a moment, because in the next instant, a bright white light emitted
from Rothel’s hand. It was bright enough to illuminate the entirety of the main hallway of the Shrine, which
was a simple straight line to the exit on the other side. While Sarzen himself did not need the bright light to
see by, the others did. He found the glare of the light annoying, however, but did not mention it.

Instead, Sarzen glanced around at the walls as they walked, keeping an eye out for any possible traps that
Rothel may have missed. This was the first time he got a good look at the Shrine’s walls, because the first time
he and the others had traveled through here, it had been too dark to see much and they had been in a hurry to
reach the other side.

The Shrine’s walls were ancient and dusty. They were covered in ancient symbols that made no sense to
Sarzen, but which he assumed were probably the written form of the Draymens language. There were also
pictures depicting creatures and events. For example, one picture depicted the One sitting on a huge throne
while a dozen Draymens danced around what looked like a sacrifice they were offering him, while another
showed the One looming over a town that he was apparently about to crush. Sarzen did not know what kind
of religious or spiritual significance these pictures had to the Draymens, but the sight of them made him feel
sick anyway.

Aside from the disturbing pictures, however, there was nothing else in the Shrine. It was very quiet, aside
from the sounds made by Sarzen’s party as they walked. It felt just as abandoned as when they first came here,
if not more so, because the Draymens were no longer building a statue of the One here. Yet Sarzen did not
put away his sword, because he knew how quickly a situation could go from relatively calm and peaceful to
dangerous and deadly when one did not have their guard up.

But one particular picture on the walls did catch Sarzen’s eye. He stopped when he noticed a flash of
white out of the corner of his eye and turned his head to look at one of the paintings on the wall.

It was a picture of a sword, but it did not look like the curved swords of the Draymens. It looked like a hu-
man sword, tall and straight, but unlike any sword Sarzen had seen. Its blade was pure white, as was its han -
dle, and it seemed to be generating light. Around the painting were pictures of Draymens shirking away from
it, as if the energy from the sword was frightening them off.

It looked totally out of place among the other pictures, which depicted the Draymens and the One in
more triumphant lights. There was also a few words written underneath the picture, but they were too small
for Sarzen to read, so he walked over to the picture and stopped in front of the wall to read the words. They
were nine simple words that read thus:

THE SALVATION SWORD, CURSED WEAPON OF THE DRAGON GODS.
“Sarzen?” said Rothel as he walked up to his side. “What are you doing? We haven’t reached the exit yet.”
“Huh?” said Sarzen, snapping out of his concentration. He looked at Rothel in confusion. “What?”
“I said, what are you doing?” said Rothel. “Looking at a picture?”



“Yes,” said Sarzen, nodding. He looked at the picture of the sword again. “Do you know what this is? Or
who made it? It looks out of place here. It even looks kind of new, or at least newer than the other paintings.”

“I don’t know,” said Rothel. “Maybe it was added by someone later. It doesn’t really matter because we
need to leave. Every second we waste here—”

Rothel was interrupted by the sound of stone hitting stone. It was a loud thunk and it took Sarzen a mo-
ment to realize that it was coming from up a nearby staircase on the other side of the room. In fact, when
Sarzen turned to look at that staircase, he realized that it was the same staircase that led to the room where the
statue of the One had been built. There was no green light up there this time, but the same red arrow point -
ing toward the staircase was still there, albeit covered in dirt and dust from weeks of neglect. It made Sarzen
wonder just how they had managed to reach this part of the Shrine so quickly; he supposed that the Shrine
might not be as big as he thought.

Regardless, Sarzen looked at Rothel. “Did you hear that? It sounded like someone dropped something.”
“Yes,” said Rothel, nodding. He looked toward the staircase, standing in a way that suggested that he was

going to transform as soon as he saw a need for it. “A Draymens ambush?”
“Unlikely,” said Sarzen. “Why would the Draymens make such loud noises if they were trying to ambush

us? It sounded like someone was deliberately dropping something to catch our attention.”
Rothel opened his mouth to speak and probably disagree, but then there was another thunk. It sounded

even louder this time, as if a much larger stone had been dropped.
“Okay, I think you’re right,” said Rothel in resignation. “But who is it? Who could it possibly be?”
“I don’t know,” said Sarzen. “But I’m going to go check.”
Sarzen stepped toward the staircase, but then Rothel grabbed his shoulder and said, “No, Sarzen, you

need to stay here. If it’s a trap, I don’t want you walking into it.”
Sarzen felt a flicker of annoyance go through himself and he shrugged off Rothel’s hand. “I’ll be fine. I

doubt it’s a trap, but even if it is, I can protect myself. I’m as strong as you. You need to stay here and protect
the caravan, because I think it is far more likely that this is a trick to separate us from the others, thus leaving
them exposed to an ambush, rather than an attempt to get one of us.”

Rothel pursed his lips, but nodded and said, “Okay, that’s reasonable. But be careful. Remember what
happened the last time you went up there and that was when you were with Helnia.”

“I’ll be fine,” said Sarzen. “You just worry about yourself and the others. I’ll  be back in five minutes,
probably less.”

Sarzen immediately ran across the room to the staircase, which he climbed very quickly and easily. The
stairs still felt unstable and about to break under his weight, but as before, the stairs held and he soon reached
the chamber at the top.

Entering the chamber suddenly made him feel like he had just stepped back in time. The high, vaulted
ceiling with holes in it; the strange-looking demonic statues near the ceiling that looked down on the rest of
the room like dark guardians; and, of course, the disgusting images of One rituals on the walls that depicted
things like child sacrifice and cannibalism. It brought back Sarzen’s memories of the last time he had been in
this place, memories that were not exactly pleasant, to put it lightly.



In the center of the chamber were the remains of the One statue. They had not been moved since Helnia
had knocked it over, nor had the corpse of the Draymens assassin—which was trapped underneath the statue
of the One—been moved, either. But the corpse stank horribly, causing Sarzen to cover his nose, because he
could smell its stink even from a distance.

Yet Sarzen did not see anyone in here. He almost believed that he had imagined the sound of dropping
stones, but on the other hand, he was sure that he had heard something. Perhaps he would spot the source of
the sound if he stepped in more.

Before Sarzen could take another step, however, he heard movement above and looked up at the statues
near the ceiling. At first, he did not see anything, but then something jumped down from behind the statues
and landed on the floor near the remains of the One statue.

Sarzen initially believed that the thing was a Draymens, so he instantly raised his blade and readied himself
to attack, but then the figure rose and said, in a distinctly human voice, “Hey, there’s no need to attack. I’m
not your enemy, though given what you’ve been through, I can’t say I blame you for your wariness.”

Sarzen hesitated. The figure who stood was obviously a human. The human didn’t look much older than
Sarzen, although he did have a couple of streaks of gray in his hair. He wore a Raugus necklace, which made
Sarzen think that he was a mage of some sort, but the human was also wearing a second necklace, this one
with teeth and claws hanging off of it rather than beads. The human also wore a tattered black coat and had
sharp green eyes visible even from a distance.

“Who are you?” said Sarzen. “And how do you know what I’ve been through?”
The human smiled. “Straight to the point, eh? Well, I suppose there’s no need for you to introduce your -

self to me, because I already know who you and your friends are. I’ve been watching you ever since you en -
tered the Cursed Lands, though without your knowledge, of course.”

“You still haven’t answered my questions,” said Sarzen. He held his sword closer to his body. “Are you an
ally of the Draymens? Maybe another human slave, being forced to work with them to make me lower my
guard?”

“Me? A slave to Draymens?” said the human. He sounded genuinely offended. “I am a slave to no one. I
am a free man and live only for myself, though I sometimes feel gracious enough to help those in need such as
yourself.”

“So you’re just a vagabond, then,” said Sarzen.
“Your imagination is extremely narrow if you think I’m ‘just’ a vagabond,” said the human. “But I guess I

shouldn’t complain. It isn’t like I’ve told you who I am yet, though I hoped that you might recognize me on
your own.”

“How can I recognize someone I’ve never seen before?” said Sarzen. “You’re not making any sense.”
The man sighed. “Very well. Allow me to introduce myself: I am Fino Lacome, or, as history remembers

me, the man who stole the Hymn of the Dragon Gods.”


